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Prof. Stultz submits resignation
Daniel Buksa
Assistant News Editor

position as soon as possible."
A number of students,
however, expressed strong
support for Stultz. "She served
as a quasi-advisor and mentor
to many of us. She served as a
role model for the MricanAmerican students at the
school. She was someone we
could talk with and feel

Assistant Professor of Law
Cheryl A Stultz has announced
her resignation effective at the
end of the current academic
term. During an interview,
Stultz stated that she was
resigning for personal and
family reasons and had given
both the administration and the
university notice.
Stultz, the only MricanAmerican professor on the
faculty, began teaching at the
law school in May of1989. She
has taught courses in Business
Associations,
Business
Planning, Remedies, and Land ,
Transfer. Stultz said that she
"enjoyed the experience of
teaching
at
Valparaiso
University Law School."
Student reaction to the news
of Stultz's impending departure
Prof. Cheryl Stultz
was mixed. One third year
comfortable with. We're sorry
student who wished not to be
to see her leave," related a
identified stated that there was
widespread dissatisfaction second year student. Said
another student, "we would
among Stultz's students over
have liked for her to stay. With
her teaching style and grading
her gone, we have no
policy. Conversation with over
representation among the
a dozen second year students
faculty except for Mayor
revealed similar sentiments.
One second year student Hatcher. I hope that the school
recruits another Africanexclaimed "that she was the American
to i
ro essor
wor ro es or a
ave ever
Stultz's position."
had." This student, who wished
All of the students
remain
anonymous,
to
interviewed reiterated that they
purported "that in his opinion,
felt there were no racial
the law school had acted hastily
undercurrents behind Stultz's
in hiring Stultz, in order that it
resignation. A member of the
could fill a minority faculty

More lockers on the way
By Allen Fore
Editor-in-Chief
If all goes as planned, every
VU School of Law student will
have a locker when they return
from Spring Break.
"There are still some
technical details to be worked
out," said Dean Gaffney. "We're
prepared to order the lockers as
soon as possible and get them
installed."
Gaffney, Associate Dean
Br uce Berner and Assistant
Dean Curt Cichowski recently
led a "town hall" meeting to
discuss the locker shortage
problem. Approximately 25
tudents (nearly outnumbered
by administrative staff)
attended the meeting, but only
one of those student actually
was lacking a locker.
Que tions arose about how
many lo ker
would be
necessary and where they
would be placed. Suggestions
included stacking the lockers on
top of each other in the current
locker ro om to placing the
lockers in the library. 3L Donna
McCoy eventually came up with

the idea to use half of the
current SBA office, located
adjacent to the current locker
room.
Gaffney affrrmed the idea,
and plans ar e in effect to
convert the SBA office board
room into locker space.
"I'm not sure of the
specifications, but the space will
probably be from 5(}60% of the
SBA office, or whate'{er it takes
to install 100 lockers in that
space," said Gaffney.
Gaffney also has plans to
convert the student conference
room into a recreation
area/smoking room, perhaps
with a ping pong table,
refrigerator, or microwave.
"It's really up to the
students," said Gaffney. "111 be
listening for some direction
from the students and the SBA
on the new potential uses for
the student conference room.
''I'm particularly pleased to
have these student concerns
resolved, and I appreciate the
input of all who were involved
with the process," Gaffney
concluded.

Town Hall Meeting
Wednesday, January 30, 3:40
Tabor Auditorium

TOPIC: PE;RSIAN GULF WAR

Support
our troops
January 29, 1991

New lunch service successful

By Kristi Brown
develop the project at the fall
Black Law Students Association News Editor
meeting. She implemented
stated that the organization had
both an initial menu and where
no position on Stultz's
Q: Are "cheetos" and "Diet to place the serving area.
resignation.
Coke" from the vending
"After speaking with Mary, it
machines at noon cutting it?
seemed that with increased
Dean Edward M. Gaffney
k. If no, then the law school enrollment and the physical
confir med that Stultz had h~s the solution.
location of the School of Law,
submitted her resignation to
providing lunch for the busy
the school. Gaffney, in an
From soup to cookies, the law students was logical,"
interview, stated that there was University Dining Services is related Dunlop.
no basis to rumors that now providing lunch in the
Dunlop added that
negative student evaluations student lounge. Lunch is University Dining Services
played any part in Stultz's provided Monday through hopes to expand the current
resignation. Gaffney related Friday from 11:30 am to 1:00 menu to include side salads
that as far as he knew, "Prof. pm.
such as tuna or pasta salad.
Stultz's resignation was based
!his pilot lunch program to "We might occasionally
on personal and family the school of law evolved from advertise special meals like an
considerations. In fact," said a Strategic Planning Committee Italian dinner on certain days."
Caffney, "the faculty committee meeting last fall," noted Mary
Thus far, the luncheon
voted last fall to renew her Moore,
Administrative service appears to be quite
contract for the coming year." Assistant to the Dean. popular,
especially
on
He further stated that Stultz has Following this information- Mondays, Wednesdays and
.been a valuable asset of the law sharing meeting, the idea went Fridays when more students
school community.
to an administrators meeting have classes. Anyone who
Gaffney said that the law and was approved for start-up would like to suggest additional
school did not have a this semester.
menu items can speak to the
replacement for Stultz's position
Susanne Dunlop, Director of servers working with the new
at this time. Gaffney related Dining Services, helped program to voice those ideas.
that there was a long and
involved process in selecting a
new law professor. He did not
state what qualifications
prospective applicants for the
professorship needed for
consideration for the open
position.
After this academic term is

completed, Stultz said that she
will be returning to the
Washington, D.C. area to be
with family. She said that she
would like to teach law in that
area, but has no specific plans
currently.

Prof. Bruce Berner pours a bowl of hot chili at the new lunch service
table in the student lounge. Photo by Doug Lalone.

egotiation Team advances to nationals
By Alex Moskovic
Managing Editor
The VU School of Law
Negotiation Team walked away
ith a first place victory at the
Regional level of the ABA Law
Student Division Negotiation
Competition held at the
University of Louisville School
of Law on November 10.
3L Allen Fore and 2L Mike
Moellering were the force
behind the team's success.
so fmishing strong were 3L
Noreen Larson and 2L Lynn
Malkowski. The team was
backed by 2L alternate and
"team
chaplain"
Drew
Dillworth who stood by ready
to compete if the need arose.
The frrst place victory of
Fore and Moellering advances
them
to the national
championship rounds to be
held in Seattle, Washington on
February 9 and 10. Eigh t

schools nationwide, qualified
for the championship rounds; a
total of 98 schools divided into
eight regions entered the
competition at the regional
level and the first place
finishers from each of the eight
r egional competitions will
c ompete in Seattle .
The
competition will be sponsored
by the ABA. which will host the
event as part of its mid-year
accordingly,
convention;
several judges and attorneys
from around the nation will
attend the event.
The team's success has not
been effortless, but rather the
product of many months of
hard work. Team Coach
Professor Ruth Vance arranged
several practice negotiations
with various profes sors,
students and local attorneys
throughout the year. "They
were matched against perhaps
the toughest co mpetit ors I

could find. I think this
prepared them for almost
anything," said Vance. Team
members also conducted
extensive research on their
own time-that is, whatever
time they had left.
"The judges at regionals
seemed impressed with the
way we worked in an
integrated fashion with Allen
negotiating as a more levelheaded person and myself
playing the more aggressive
role," explained Moellering.
Moellering also feels that all of
the support fr om faculty and
library assistants was of vital
importance.
This year's negotiation team
was the first to get this far at
the national level. Vance feels
confident that if the team can
perfor m as they did at
regionals, a championship
victory is certainly conceivable.
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Abortion discussions held
ByDanBuska
Associate News Editor

about the short-term legal
aspects of protecting the
unborn. He concluded that "this
I
Late last semester, abortion is ultimately a religious issue,
became an issue in focus at the and that we must pray to God,
law school. Jus Vitae sponsored for He is the solution, not man."
The debate in Tabor
speaker, Prof. Charles Rice oi
the University of Notre Dame Auditorium was well intended.
Law School on "No Exceptions Attendance was estimated at
to Abortion," on November 14, three-hundred with people
1990. The next day, the law standing or sitting in the aisles.
school sponsored a debate Dean Gaffney introduced the
between Profs. Bodensteiner debators.
and Potts on the issue in
Potts, representing the progeneral. Prof. Gramley served life view, debated from a
as moderator.
scientific position, relying on
Prof. Rice has been biology
and
dictionary
instrumental in creating "no definitions. He passed around
exceptions (i.e. rape, incest) to several plastic rriodels of
abortion" legislation throughout developing fetuses, as well as
the country. Rice stated that literature from both sides of the
"the issue of legal abortion debate.
today is that a non-human is
subject to execution at the will
Bodensteiner, representing
of another considered human." the pro-choice view, stressed
Rice rejected this philosophy by issues dealing with a child's
making a common law analogy health and welfare, along with
that no one had a right to kill an the respective mother's health
innocent non-aggressor. Rice and welfare. Bodensteiner
said that "a deterioration in debated from a privacyI choice
morality has led to abortion, perspective and also provided
and related issues such as statistics. After the debate, both
euthanasia and relativism." Rice participants took questions
related that he was pessimistic from the audience.

Cardinals President gives lecture
By Ken Skolnik
Assistant Managing Editor
Fred Kuhlman, once
president of Anheiser Bush,
Inc., gave a speech at the Law
School on Friday, January, 27,
di u in , "Wha you ca o
with your law school degree?'"
The thrust of Kuhlman's
speech was that a legal
education is an excellent
opportunity for a career in the
legal world, but also will ooen
doors into other fields of work.
Kuhlman is not unknown to
Valparaiso . In 1966, he was
asked to become dean of the
law school. He seriously
con idered the idea, but never
accepted it. He claims his life
would have been totally
different if he had accepted the
po ition.
Kuhlman worked as a lawyer
in St. Louis in a small law firm
when he first got out of law
school. From there he left St.
Louis and taught at Columbia
University in New York City.
During World War II, he left
New York and went to
Washington to work for the
government. While working for
the government, he worked on
a project to freeze Hitler's
royalties from Hitler's book
Mein Kampf that was then
being printed in th e United

tat .
After the war, Kuhlman had a
pr'vate practice in St. Louis

which he found to be
unchallenging and stressful. He
left private practice to serve as
corporate counsel at Anheiser
Busch and found that to be
more rewarding. In 197 4, he
was asked to become President
of Anh i er Bu h. He f u
that to be the most rewarding
job he ever had. However, he
claims the way he because
president was by having
attended law school. He is now
retired, but is still president of
the St. Louis Cardinals and is
the incoming chairman of the
baseball owner's committee.
Kuhlman believes that law
school itself provides basic
knowledge about the law and
serves as a building block to
other knowledge. It also serves
as an opportunity for a student
to develop analytical skills
which are essential in life. He
believes the analytical skills that
are strengthened in law school
help a lawyer to be able to
"meet the minds" of other great
thinkers. He found that these
skills were especially developed
when he was on Law Review at
Washington University in St.
Louis.
In addition, Kuhlman believes
that a legal education provides
new opportunities in many
fields of work. But the type of
work you do depends on what
you want in life. As Kuhlman
stated, "success should bring
more than ulcers."

MPRE Ethics-Exam
March 15
Bar/Bri Bar Review
February 25 and 26 evenings
- Sign p for exam fo rms in career services.
-Sign up for Bar Review with ]en Nelson.

Moot court teams prepare for competitions
By Jim Urtis
Contributor
Valparaiso's trial teams are
busy this time of year as
competitions and tournaments
grow near. Aside from the
National Moot Court Team, the
Giles Sutherland Rich Moot
Court Team and the Jessup
International Moot Court Team
have drafted briefs and are now
preparing for competition.
The Giles Sutherland Rich
Moot Court Team, consisting
of Tracy Crump and David
Reed, are drafting two briefs
which are due on February 15,
1991. Tracy and David are
dealing with the problem of
infringement of a configuration
trademark, and the grant and

propriety of a grant for a
preliminary injunction. The
team will participate in a
regional competition in
Chicago on March 15, 1991.
The two top teams from the
Chicago competition will go to
Washington D.C. to argue.
The Jessup International
Moot Court Team has recently
submitted their memorials and
are presently preparing to
compete. The team, coached
by Prof. Michael Strau bel, is
comprised of Allen Fore,
Michael Swart, Jennifer
Nelson, Phred Mackraz, and
Garrett
Conover.
The
competition will take place in
Madison, Wisconsin on
February 14-15, 1991. The
team will wrestle with the

question of extra-territoriality.
That is, whether one country
could impose economic
regulations on activities
occurring either wholly or
partially in another country.
The National Moot Court
Team is has completed its
competition. The team is
comprised of Brian Welch,
Terri Meade Levitt, Steven
Pletcher, Wendy Nutt, Paul
Jesse, and Bill Beggs. Coached
by Prof. Robert Blomquist, the
team participated in a regional
competition where litigators
Pletcher, Welch, and Nutt made
it to the semi-finals. Prof.
Robert
Blomquist
has
relinquished control of the
team to Prof. Laura Dooley,
who will be the new coach.

Page addresses university on civil rights
By Greg Copp
Associate News Editor
Pulitzer-prize-winning
columnist Clarence Page of The
Chicago Tribune says that it is
ironic that an American
military with the highest
proportion of black soldiers it
has ever had will return one
day from Saudi Arabia to a
country without a civil rights

minorities into the work force
is also a question of economic
survival for cornorate America.

"If you want to
make it in life then,
make
yourself
essential through
preparation ... "
..-:;.;=-..;;;.a;;;.,.;:;.;;;;,;;;,..;;;;;;...;;;;;...;;;..=..;..;;..----

He said white males represent
the slowest-growing segment of
act. Page said George Bush's the American work force
veto of the Civil Rights Act was behind women, blacks,
also ironic since Bush has hispanics and other minorities,
and that U.S. businesses will
appointed more minorities to have to seek out the talents and
government posts than any
skills of those minorities to
previous president.
remain competitive in today's
Page made his comments war d-wide market.
during an address in the
Chapel of the Resurrection as
"Immigration patterns that
part of the Valparaiso once brought families from
University Martin Luther King, Europe, and my people from
Jr. Day Commemoration on the American south, are
January 21.
shifting now," said Page. "Now,
Attacks on the Civil Rights the immigrants are coming
from Latin America, from the
Act as a "quota bill" were what Middle East, from Asia and
Page said led to the Bush veto, from Africa. We're seeing a
and Page left no doubt that he
felt those attacks were unfair shift in economic power from
and inaccurate.
Western Europe and the United
"We used to talk about States to the Pacific Rim. And
state's rights, and now we talk we're seeing a dramatic shift in
about affirmative action and the American workplace and
work force, with more people of
quotas," said Page, who color."
contended that such arguments
"play to racial hatred no less
Page said of the minorities
than Bull Connor or Ross in the work force that they "no
Barnett or the other figures of longer need a boarding pass.
They need an upgrade." But he
Martin Luther King's time.
added that minorities in such
"The real issue is not
affrrmative action or quotas," areas as the Watts section of
said Page. "The real issue is Los Angeles, the west side of
fairness and justice and Chicago and parts of Gary are
humanity."
in much more dire straights.
"During the Watts riots in
Page said bringing more 1965, I never thought I would

Blontquist to be published
By Alex Moskovic
Managing Editor

Review to address the positive
and negative aspects of
requiring massive information
disclosure of data on toxic
chemicals to local clearinghouses and government
agencies. "Such information is
ultimately released to the public
and often creates more hysteria
than necessary," explained
Blomquist.

Excerpts of an article written
by VU School of Law Prof.
Robert Blomquist, a specialist
in the area of environmental
law, will be published in an
environmental law textbook
authored by Professors Fmdley
and Farber sometime in 1991.
The article "The Logic and
Limits of Hazardous Waste Blomquist currently teaches
Information Mandates Under Torts, Environmental Law,
Federal Law," was first Debtor/Creditor, and a seminar
published in the Vermont Law on Toxic Torts.

be saying it in 1991, but the
people in Watts were better off
in 1965 than they are today,"
claimed Page. "Their per
capita income is less. There is
less family solidarity, and teenage pregnancy and street
gangs are increasing."
Page said "the dream" has
been realized by some. He
mentioned Gen. Colin Powell, a
black Brooklynite who now
leads an army that was
segregated until 1948. And he
included himself, who came
from a family so "poo" that it
couldn't afford the "r." But he
said that many more others are
still hoping for a "level playing
field" that wiJl give them the
oppor tunity to rise.
The story of Matthew
Hinson, said Page, offers an
example of how to be ready
when the opportunity comes.
Page said Hinson was the only
black member of Robert
Perry's polar expedition.
"Perry didn't take Hinson
along because of affirmative
action, or because Perry was a
liberal, pardon my language,"
said Page. "He took Hinson
along because Hinson was the
only person who had taken the
time to make himself an expert
on the languages of the Eskimo
people."
"If you want to make it in
life," said Page, "then make
yourself essential through
preparation, whether it comes
through preparation in school,
or in the school of hard knocks.
Then you begin to open doors
for yourself. Not the back door,
but the doors right up front."

SUMMER
LAW STUDY
in

Dublin
London
Mexico
Oxford
Paris
Russia-Poland
San Diego
Foreign Law Programs
Univ. of San Diego School of Law
Alcala Park, San Diego CA 92110

t

~ Univers1ly d . &n Die&)
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earns Ready For Competition
By Scott Lucas
Contributor
The Mock Trial and Client
Counseling teams are readying
for competitions to be held in
February, having selected
members from fall tryouts.
The Mock Trial event will
take place in Chicago on
February 14-16. Valparaiso is
sending two teams: Ron Stella,
Deborah Janowski, and Rob
German comprise one; the
other team features Angelo
Spyratos, Jerry Viganski, and
Giovanni Leone. This year's
toptc: aggravated assault. The
teams must prepare to argue
both the plaintiff's and the
defendant's side of the case, as
it is not announced until the
time of the competition which
side they will advocate.
Consequently, one member of
each team will specialize in
preparing plaintiff's case, one
will specialize in the defendant's
case, and one will be a "swing
mem her" ready to argue either
side.
Valparaiso's Mock Trial
teams are receiving guidance
from coaches Russ Willis and
Ron Kurpiers (himself a recent
team member). Although Mock
rial involves hypothetical fact
situations, Willis feels that it is
realistic and provides an
excellent opportunity to develop
many of the abilities that a
litigator will need in practice.
earns will be judged on basis
of witness selection, evidentiary
irect
rna ers, cross an
examination,
and
other
components of a legal
proceeding.
On February 22 and 23
(location to be announced),
Valparaiso will be represented
in Client Counseling by Careen
Payton, Kristi Brown, and Beth
Levine. Until10 days before the

Summer study program plans set

only By Greg copp
competition, the team
.
knows t h at t h e su bject matter As · t N
Ed't r
will involve Intentional Torts. At socta e ews 1 0
that ~e, they :Vill receive mo~e
VU School of Law will be
spectftc detatls and begm inaugurating its summer Study
research. For .now, coached by Abroad this year, and twentyProfessor David Vandercoy and eight Valparaiso law students
3L The~esa Massa, t~ey are have already signed up for the
devel?pmg team chemistry by study trips to Cambridge,
workm~
on
related England, and Ningbo, China.
hypotheticals. .
.
.
Twenty-one Valparaiso
The event Itself~ consist students have indicated they
of tw~ pha~e~: fi~st, th.e will participate in the program
~o~pe~tors will mt~rview t~eir scheduled for June 3 through
chent .. As much I~or~ation July 12 at Cambridge, and
regardmg the fact SituatiOn as seven students have said they
possi~le mu~t be extra~ted from will take part in the China
the client. !ike real clients, the program to run from June 13
mock c.h.ents may have through July 24.
personalities th~t make ~he
Bruce Berner, Associate
exchange of mformahon
d
~
f La
Dean an Pro1essor o
w at
d1'ff'tcu 1t. Th..1s rna k es a Valparaiso,
said the Summer
background I~ psychol?gy Study Abroad Programs were
helpful, accordmg to Levme. initiated partly in response to a
Second, teammate~ ~eet to desire expressed by students
corraborat~ on a dectsion as to for the chance to study in
ho:V t?e client should proceed, foreign countries.
~hile Judges lo.ok o?·. Teams are "We've noticed a tremendous
Judged by the~ abthty to draw increase over the last three of
an accurate picture. of th~ fact four years of our own students
p~ttern from deahng wJth .a taking advantage of overseas
client, and for the legal analysis programs offered by other law
that results.
h 1 "
1· d B
B th M k T 'al d Cli t sc oo s, exp ame
erner.
o .. oc n an
en "We were getting a fairly large
~ompetltton offer stu. dents number of Valparaiso students
Invaluable
expe~Jence. who wanted to have a summer
Profes~r Vandercoy pom~s out abroad experience, and my
th~t .thts ty~e of co-curncular feeling was why not make that
activtty pro~Ides a great faculty- opportunity available to them
el es ,
student ratio, lots of hours of
.
.
k
d
. t
ours v .
10
mtensive wor • an an ense
Berner added that the
co~petitive atmosphere, all of programs have also proven
which adds u~ for great popular with the Valparaiso Law
advocacy prepa:~tion.
School faculty. "On a rosaic
1
oug
IS st;esses
at level, this is a way of dealing
the gr~~test. benefit o~ these with employee relations," he
competitions ts the lear rung that said "We've had tremendous
they pr?vide, he note~ that resp~nse from the faculty who
Valpar?~so has . achieved wanted to go. It's a good
competitive success m the past. experience for them."
.
Three courses will be
'f!tere is littl~ dou?t ~at thts offered at Ningbo, and four
years tea~.s will mamtam that courses will be offered at
proud tradition.
Cambridge, with VU School of
Law professors serving as
instructors for all courses.

Master of Laws
Boston University
School of Law

- - - - - - - - - - - . - Avon, Coventry, the Lake
"Legal London Will Districts, and Oxford, the other
be a very big part of famous university town in
England. ·
the London trip. rr
"Legal London will be a very
- - - - - - - - - - - - big part of the London trip,"
Profs. Robert Blomquist, Jack said Dean Gaffney. "That will
Hiller, and Richard Stith will include the Houses of
head the China program, while Parliament, and a meeting with
Berner, Dean Edward Gaffney, one of the members of the
Jr., and professors Seymour House of Commons. We hope
Mosko.witz and Laura Dooley to attend the question time,
will serve as instructors in when any member of the House
Cambridge.
may question the government
Blomquist will teach about any policy. We'll show
International Environmental them the Inns of Court, as well
Law, Hillet\ the Judicial astakealookattheOldBailey."
Process, and Stith, Comparative
Gaffney hopes to arrange a
Law at Ningbo. Berner will lecture by a university don at
teach Evidence, Dooley, Oxford on the British
Complex Litigation, Moskowitz, philosophy of law, and he will
Family Law, and Gaffney, lecture the group on
English Legal History and the Shakespeare's contribution to
American Constitution at legal literature during the trip
Cambridge.
to Stratford. Gaffney said
Students at Ningbo will be Richard Duesenberg, a
housed in dormitory facilities at Valparaiso graduate who is now
Ningbo University.
At vice president and general
Cambridge, students will be counsel for the Monsanto
housed at the VU Cambridge Corporation, has also offered to
Centre. The Cambridge Centre give guest lectures during the
was opened by VU in 1967, but Cambridge program.
this is the first time summer
For the China program, field
law courses will be offered at trips are planned to Shanghai,
Hangzhou and the West Lake
the facility.
Classes will be taught area, the Port of Ningbo, and
Monday through Thursday at the Ningbo Economic and
Ningbo and Cambridge, leaving Technical Development Zone.
ample time for field trips that
Both vu Summer Study
will combine education with Programs are also now being
offered to students at other
sightseeing.
"The idea is not just to take accredited American law
the law course you would take schools. Prof. Hiller said there
here and plunk it down is an enrollment cap of twenty
somewhere else on the face of stu dents for the Ningbo
the earth, but to make some program. Prof. Berner said the
effort to connect it with the Cambridge Centre has facilities
things going on over there,, to house twenty-six students,
said Berner. "In teaching but that more students could be
evidence, certainly a trip to the accepted into the program if
local courts to see how they they find other housing in the
operate is an obvious way to Cambridge area.
go."
February 15 is the
The Cambridge program will registration deadline for the
include field trips to London, Ningbo and Cambridge
Stonehenge, Stratford-Upon- programs.

Marin Luther King, Jr. Day events held
By Mary Beth Lavezzorio
Contributor

LL.M. Degree in Banking Law Studies
A unique graduate program offering mulll·disciplinary courses
of study in American Banking law Studies and 1n International
Banking law Studies.
Taught by facuHy of the Boston University School of Law.
emment banking law attorneys and management experts. these
innovative programs prov1de an except10nal blend of intellec·
tual and pract1cal education at one of the nat1on's best law
schools. Covering the full range of advanced banking law
subJects. the curriculum also includes courses specially
developed to introduce lawyers to the econom1c and manage·
nal aspects of the U.S. and International financial services
industnes.
These comprehensive LL. . programs offer unparalleled educatiOnal opportuM1es for 'a ers who w1sh to practice 1n
these dynam1c areas of specialization
Applications are no bemg accepted for full- or part-lime
enrolment m September 99 1.

In observance of the Martin
Luther King, Jr. holiday, the
University cancelled classes
Monday, January 21 so that
both students and faculty could
participate
in
this
commemorating event.
Capturing the theme, "Keep
the Dream Alive: One World,
One Cause," both Rev. William
Herzfeld of Oakland, California
and columnist,
Clarence Page addressed the
entire University community.
Bu ilding upon this selected
theme, the School of Law
sponsored several of the
University's
discussions,
specifically: "Quality and
Equality in Education: A Panel

Discussion featuring the former
mayor of Gary, Indiana as well
as alumnus of the School of
Law, the Hon. Richard G.
Hatcher, and Dean Edward M.
Gaffney;
"Civil
Rights
Enforcement in the Nineties,"
featuring Profs . Rosalie
Levinson
and
Ivan
Bodensteiner. Also, a panel of
University and law professors
discussed,
"King
and
Nonviolence: Implications of
His Dream for the Gulf War."
Further, throughout the day,
students could catch a glimpse
of "Civil Rights from an
Historical Perspective: A Film
Forum."
In conjunction with this
Holiday, the Admissions Office
held an Open House for
prospective law students.

Those who attended had the
opportunity to meet and to
converse with some of our
faculty, students and alumni at a
luncheon featuring the Hon.
Bernard A Carter.
Judge Carter graduated
from the School of Law in 1984
and worked for the Lake
County Prosecutor's Office for
seven years prior to his current
position on the bench. Judge
Carter shed some light on the
law school experience and the
legal profession encouraging
prospective law students to be
ready for the commitment that
both areas command. He
applauded the legal education
he received from Valparaiso
University and its commitment
to its students.

For a catalogue containing detailed
information and application forms, write:
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Why I oppose the war in the gulf
By Paul Landskroener
Contributor
THE WAR IS WRONG. I
admit that I seriously doubt
whether any war, especially in
the modern era, can be morally
justified. Even granting that a
just war is theoretically
possible, however, I am certain
that the war against Iraq is not
morally justifmble.
Primarily, the war is wrong
because it was not undertaken
as a last resort. The
international
economic
embargo was having a serious
effect on Iraq, decreasing its
annual gross national product
by more than 30%. It was only a
matter of time that Iraq would
have been forced by economic
necessity to seek a diplomatic
solution.
Instead, we abandoned the
embargo after less than five
months because it wasn't
"working" fast enough. One
may only hope that war will also
be abandoned if it hasn't
"worked" in five months.
The war is also wrong
because it has an offensive, not
defensive, objective. The goal of
the United States is clearly to
oust Saddam Hussein from
leadership of Iraq, not merely to
drive him from Kuwait or to
protect Saudi Arabia. Violence
is nev r justified to a hi ve

existence of Kuwait as an
independent state, however.)
To be sure, none of these
grievances justify Iraq's violent
invasion of Kuwait. They do,
however, suggest that the
righteousness of our cause is
less than pristine. They also
suggest that the situation in the

"The war is wrong
because neither the
purported nor the
real reasons we are
fighting is just."
Middle East is far more
complex than the good guy-bad
guy dichotomy President Bush
is trying to have us believe.
None of this is to say that
Sad dam isn't a "bad guy." He
certainly is. He was a bad guy
when he attacked Iran (with our
tacit support) and he was a bad
guy when he used chemical
weapons against the Kurds
(after which the president
begged Congress not to impose
economic sanctions against
Iraq). But any police chief
knows that when you have a
hostage situation, you don't
start off shooting. You surround
the hostage-holder. You
evacuate and protect those in
the
surrounding
neighborhood . And then.you

offensive ends.
gives in. Only as a last resort do
The war is wrong because you open fire because you know
neither the purported nor the that in getting the bad guy, the
real reasons we are fighting is hostages will be killed too.
just. The purported reason, to
TilE WAR IS SfUPID. This
"liberate" defenseless Kuwait, is war is not only wrong, it is the
not just because Kuwait was far result and continuation of a
from innocent in its own profound ignorance on the part
behavior toward Iraq. While not of the United States of the
justifying its invasion of Kuwait, history, culture, religion, and
Iraq does have legitimate psychology of the peoples of the
grievances against Kuwait and Middle East, especially of the
Kuwait did provoke Iraq into Islamic religion and Arab
r ponding.
culture. I am the first to admit
The grievances include my ignorance of this part of the
Kuwait's slant-drilling of oil world, but by doing so it makes
wells to pump oil that lay under me more modest in my
Iraq's territory. Kuwait was also confidence in the wisdom of my
vastly overproducing oil, own opinions and viewpoint.
depressing the price and
Unfortunately, the behavior
depriving Iraq of the income it of the State Department and the
needed to rebuild after its war War Department (isn't it time
wit h Ir an. Finally, Iraq does we stop using the euphemism
have a historical claim on the "defense" when referring to the
territory of Kuwait, a claim that military?) indicates not much
was ignored when the British more appreciatio n fo r t he
et Kuwait off as an differences between our
independent tate. (Iraq has cultures. The problem is that it
in legally acknowledged the

is their job not to be ignorant
about the rest of the world.
The war also demonstrates
the failure of the United States
to learn from our own history.
The proud boasting and
reliance on the technological
video-game war as a bloodless
way of achieving our goals is
eerily reminiscent of our war
against the Vietnamese.
Technology didn't work in
Vietnam either in achieving our
military and political objectives
or in keeping American
casualties at a politically
acceptable level.
We apparently have failed to
learn that vast technological
superiority cannot overcome a
committed opponent who is
fighting a defensive war in its
own homeland. We have also
apparently failed to remember
the cost of a long ground war
that will be necessary to
achieve our objectives. That
cost is dramatically symbolized
by the 58,000 names on the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial in
Washington, D.C.
THE WAR IS WASTEFUL.
This war is wasteful in that it
consumes resources without a
corresponding benefit. Perhaps
the most tragic waste has been
the loss of a unique opportunity
to
demonstrate
how
nonviolence can be used on an
inter ational

le t r

War is price ofpeace
Daniel Buksa
Assistant News Editor

"One thing that might

"The battle has been joined shorten the conflict is
and the liberation of Kuwait the death of Saddam
has begun," so stated President
Bush on Wednesday, January Hussein .. .if you cut the
16. For.better of for worse, the snake's head off, the
military action that this writer body will die.
advncated within this space in
the last issue of The Forum Saudis are in the battle for the
has commenced. To date, the long haul. So, too, are the
United States and its allies are Kuwaitis; this is the only way
ahead in this conflict. Allied for them to regain their
aircraft have gained virtual air sovereignty. This writer would
superiority over the skies of personally like to see the
Iraq. Strategic targets continue Syrians leave the coalition.
to
be
pounded
with Syria's dictator, Hafez al Assad
conventional and "smart" is as big a butcher as Saddam
weapons. Allied losses have Hussein himself. It was a
been relatively slight, although gigantic mistake for President
a number of pilots have been Bush to meet with this thug. It
shot down and captured by the may come back to haunt the
Iraqis.
United States, especially i
Iraq and Saddam Hussein Assad decides to fill any void

ond to

aggression and injustice. The
consensus of the international
community against Iraq's
actions in Kuwait was
unprecedented. This consensus
enabled us to experiment with
ways in which concerted
nonviolent action, such as the
economic embargo, could be
used to deal with an outlaw
state.
Now that nonviolence was
rejected and violence begun, we
will never know what creative
opportunities have been lost.
Secondly, the war threatens
unprecedented degradation of
the
Earth's
physical
environment. Vast amounts of
crude oil has bee n and will
continue to be burned into the
atmosphere, and oil spills on
land and sea are likely to result
from both air and ground
attacks. Poison gas is likely to
be released, either deliberately

see Landskroener, page 7

would appear to be in a
precarious position. Iraq has
fired missiles at Israel, with the
stated intent, to bring Israel
into this conflict.
The
reasoning apparently is to try
and break up the allied
coalition arrayed against Iraq.
If the Arab's mortal enemy, the
state of Israel, retaliates against
Iraq, then Iraq's Arab brothers
will cease hostilities against
itself and fight a common
enemy instead . This would
seem to be sound strategic
reasoning.
It suggests,
however, that Saddam Hussein
knows that he is otherwise
going to be defeated militarily
by the United Nations.
Whether Iraq's strategy
pays off is to be seen. Such an
occurrence could prove to be a
worst case scenario for the
United States. However, if the
allied coalition led by the
United States under the
mandate of U.N. Resolution 678
remains intact, then Saddam
Hussein's days are numbered.
So far, Israel has not retaliated
for the terroristic missile
attacks against its population
centers, although it has stated
that it will respond in its own
way, at its own time and
choosing. Egypt has stated
that it will remain within the
allied coalition regardless if
Israel strikes back. Syria
appears to be ambivalent.
ordan remains an unknown
wildcard.
Saudi Arabia has cast its lot
when it invited American
troops onto Saudi soil. The

vacated by Saddam Hussein.
Syria has a large and fairly
potent
military,
which
performs well against unarmed
civilians. Nevertheless, they
could exact a high number o
casualties in any future conflict,
not to mention just being a
general embarrassment. But
Israel has thrice disposed o
the Syrians in war, two times
while fighting a multicoloredfront war. There is little to
suggest that Israel cannot do
so again.
Jordan is the big question,
however.
Jordan's King
Hussein is the region longest
ruling leader, and his
reputation as a survivor is well
noted. It would seem he
would recognize the potential
pitfall in engaging Israel and
the United States at the same
time. Nevertheless, he must
contend with fundamentalist
elem ents and Palestinian
support for Saddam Hussein
within
his
nation.
Furthermore, Jordan's British
tra ined Arab Legion has
h istorically given Israel its
toughest fights and has a welldeser ved
professional
reputation.
Providing that this worst
case scenario does not occur,
then the outlook is much more
reassuring. Saddam Hussein's
main problems are these: Iraq
is isolated and his limited
industrial capabilities. Even ·
Iraq doe s manage to inflict
heavy casualties on the allies,

see Buksa, page 7
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Bush bungles scholarship issue Race based scholarships against public policy·
By George F. Will
It is altogether appropriate
that the grandstanding by the
civil-rights lobby and the
cravenness of the White House
regarding racially exclusive
scholarships
began
in
connection with big-time college
football, an entertainment
industry based in no small
measure on exploitation using up and discarding young black men.
The Fiesta Bowl occurs in
Tempe, next door to Phoenix.
Both cities have Martin Luther
King, Jr., holidays, but Arizonans
recently voted against a state
holiday. Bowl officials, as
penance for the sin of playing
there, pledged $100,000 to both
competing
schools
for
scholarships exclusively for
minorities. This is a perverse
homage to King, whose dream
was an America where people
"would not be judged by the
color of their skin, but by the
content of their character."
Enter Michael Williams. He
is 37, black, the enforcer of civilrights laws for the Department
of Education, and George Bush's
nightmare-a man who thinks
little about politics and
thinks-thought-Bush means
what he says.
Williams notified Bowl
officials that race-exclusive
scholarships are illegally
discriminatory. Naturally, the
civil-rights lobbies went ballistic.
.
. a
lnter~~sungl~.
r
here is no rush to
defend racially exclusive
entitlements, for the country
really does honor King, rally
does aspire to color blindness.
But the Bush administration
is staffed by Beltway solipsisits:
Nothing beyond the Beltway
exists.
Furthermore, the
admini tration i marked by a
constitutional flippancy. (By
endorsing term limits the
Pre ident has brought to five the
number of constitutional
amendments he has at one time
or another endorsed.) And the
administration believes that in
domestic policy nothing, except
a capital-gains tax cut, is
fundamentally important.
The White House response to
Williams'
honest
Jaw
enforcement was panic, retreat
and this ruling: Schools can
award racially exclusive
scholarships that are fund ed
privately.
In retreating, the President
committed three affronts to the
rul of th law.
He ignored a law, the 1964
Civil Righ t Act's Title VI and
regulations. He revised a law,
the 1987 Civil · ht Restoration
("Grove City") Act which
stipu lates that all parts of a
univer ity are subject to ivilright Jaws if any part receives
federal funds. And he ignored
the Constitution, notably the
guarantee of "equal protection."
His position is that th
Constitution i not for him to
interpret. (Bear that in mind
when next he interprets the warpower clause.)
Williams, an honest man n

out
to
announce
the
administration's intellectual
corruption, said, truthfully, that
he had been correct about the
law but had been politically
naive. Therefore, he said, the
law shall be "enforced"
differently (not construed
differently: the truth is the truth,
but shall be irrelevant), to suit
White House dictates. Liberals
rejoiced at this triumph of
expediency over legality.
Bush has been deprived by
events and his own actions of
the three core Republican
issues-anti-communism,
balanced budgets, opposition to
tax increases. Until last week,
he had a fourth: opposition to
race-bases actions. Now that,
too, has been fumbled away.
It beggars belief, but it's true:
Some Bush aides say his retreat
regarding
race-exclusive
scholarships builds moral capital
for when he opposes the 1991
version of the 1990 Civil Rights
bill. In October, Bush vetoed
the 1990 bill because it was, he
rightly said, a "quota" bill.
Democrats should send him a
duplicate of the 1990 bill and
invite him to square his October
principles with those of
December.
Two important values collide
in this controversy: the quest for
color blindness and the goal of
expanding the black middle
class by improving access to the
professions. But conservatives
believe color blindness is not
on
any o,
values, it is a constitutional
imperative. And race-exclusive
scholarships are not necessary
expanding
black
for
enrollments. Scholarships
targeted to financially needy and
culturally disadvantaged young
people will go disproportionately
to minorities.
The civil-rights lobby, to
which Bush has surrendered,
understands this. But that lobby
also understands that the legal
thread that Michael Williams
tugged would, if pulled
seriously, unravel the entire
racial-spoil
system,
the
expansion of which is the sole
remaining rational for today's
civil-rights lobby.
Thus the lobby furiously
opposes policies that recognize
this fact: The successes of the
civil-rights
movement a
generation ago transformed the
problems of blacks from caste
problems to class prob lems.
Mental inertia and institutional
self-interest cause many black
leaders to cling to the politics of
caste.
.\tiichael Williams gave the
nation,
and
especially
con ervatives, a tantalizing
glimpse of what a Republican
ad ministration would be in the
1990 if it were headed by a
conservative. This episode
revealed, redundantly, the
nature
of
this
donut
administration: there is fine
material in th outer circles but
a hole a the center.
George Will's Pulitzer Priu winning
column is syndicated through the
Washington Post Writer's Group.

ByThomasA. Perry

This
resentment
will
undoubtedly result as a byThe recent Department of product of the President's
Education ruling which sent decision not to follow Mr.
This
the so-called civil rights Williams' finding.
leadership into a frenzy should resentment and animosity may
have become one of the manifest itself in the form of
cornerstones of United States racial hostilities at college
education policy.
The campuses where race relations
Department's ruling only "One should wonder
reaffirmed what the 'language
of Title VI of the Civil Right Act whether the so-called
of 1964 so clearly states: that civil rights leadership
discrimination on the basis of
race, color or national origin is has recognized that
against the law. Why then its actions will cause
would so-called minority a
backlash
of
leaders come out so strongly
against the application of a law racism."
which many of them (are you
were somewhat amicable.
listening Ben Hooks?) helped
However, if Hooks truly
to enact?
believed in bettering the racial
The Department of
climate in the United States, he
Education via Assistant
could have spoken a thousand
Secretary Williams recently
words simply by uttering these
declared that the practice of
nine words may have altered
awarding
race-based
the college plans of hundreds if
scholarships was against-public
not thousands of black and
policy. Many legal scholars,
other
minority
college
including Derrick Bell of the
students, but it would have also
Harvard Law School, have
sent a message. The message
declared that the Department
sent to millions of Americans
of Education's ruling could
would have read "blacks and
easily have withstood judicial
other minorities can be
scrutiny. Similarly, there has
intellectually honest even when
been no outcry from the legal it hurts." Hooks, however,
community attacking the
chose not to send this
legality of Williams' policy
message.
statement. It seems that the
President Bush also failed to
legal community understands seize this opportunity to stand
the concept of applying the
up for fairness. The result of
various laws of our country
the President's lack of
equally to all people, not just to leadership means that for the
spec c groups.
wou d cal
next four years minority
the application of the Civil
students would be able to
Rights Act of 1964 to all receive scholarship monies for
Americans as being a type of which the non-minority
intellectual honesty. What
population on most college
defines intellectual honesty? It
campuses will not have a
means that one group
chance to compete for the
shouldn't ask for the protection same scholarship that was
of its rights under a law unless
awarded to a minority solely
it is willing to submit itself to
based upon race. Do you want
the possible detriments that
to get a clearer picture of what
may occur within an equal
non-minority students may be
application of that same law.
feeling? Put yourself in the
Does it not seem unusual then
shoes of the non-minority
that civil rights leaders such as
college student. Your family
Benjamin Hooks of the NAACP
has realized that it canno t
cry foul when one of the
afford to continue financing
arguably more important laws
your education. Imagine
of our country is simply walking into the financial aid
applied to blacks in the same
office at the university that you
fashion that it would apply to now attend. Upon inquiring
whites?
financial
aid
It seems that Dr. Hooks is about
opportunities,
you
are
told
that
leading minority students
the only financial aid that
down a yellow brick road of
is
designated
resentment and perhaps remains
specifically
for
minority
increased racial hostility on the
students.
Wouldn't
you
feel a
nation' s college campuses.

certain amount of animosity
towards the next minority
student that you came in
contact with?
The so-called civil rights
leadership regularly issues
inflammatory statements
detailing how either public or
private actions and/ or policies
will result in a backlash o
racism. One should wonder
whether the so-called civil
rights
leadership
has
recognized that its actions wi11
cause a backlash of racism.
One should wonder whether
the so-called civil rights
leadership has recognized that
its actions will cause a backlash
of racism. Many Americans,
who genuinely want to provide
equal access to education for
all, and who believed, if not
participated, in the civil rights
movement,
will
stop
supporting the traditional civil
rights organizations such as
the NAACP, PUSH, and the
Urban League. I believe that
many God-fearing Americans
will do just this because now it
is clear that these so-called civil
rights leaders no longer want
equality. Now these so-called
leaders want to have their
respective groups placed above
the law. The American people,
college students included, will
not stand for this.
Civil rights leaders have
used the Civil Rights Act to
protect myriad Americans from
the "vestiges of racism which
pervade th's
country."
However, these leaders now
feel that minorities should be
excluded from the class of
Americans to which the Act
applies. Benjamin Hooks and
others are making a mockery
of the system and are certainly
diminishing the earnest efforts
of leaders across the country
who truly want equal rights for
all. Many thanks go to Ben
Hooks and to other so-called
civil rights leaders for showing
Americans that people of color
don't want to be fudged by the
content of our character but
rather by the color of our skin.

Thomas Perry is a first-year
student at the Thurgood
Marshall School of Law in
Houston, Texas. His column is
distributed through the Student
Forum,
which
presents
alternative viewpoints from
minority collegians.
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From the Editor
By Allen Fore
Editor-in-Chief

It is encouraging to see at
least some student opinions on
the Persian Gulf conflict in this
issue. We certainly encourage
everyone to express your
feelings, particularly during this
trying and potentially divisive
international dispute.
As a journalist, I certainly
believe in a free press, but I
can't help but take a swipe at
press pool coverage of the
military exchanges in the
Middle East. With the screech
of every siren, the networks
break away from regular
programming to go live to
correspondents at the site of
the alarm. "A SCUD missle has
been spotted; a Patriot missle
has been launched to intercept!"
he press thrust militarily
insignificant missle launches
into the homes of millions,
giving the distinct impression
that global armageddon has just
broken loose. Talk about
playing into Saddam's hands.
What irks me even more is
the commercial exploitation
that television has given to this
conflict. It might as well be a
sweeps month miniseries!
"Showdown in the Gulf (CBS)";
"America at War (NBC); etc.
e big four news organizations
are enjoying record audiences
since the fighting began. I have
little doubt that sinister
programming executives are
i
1 w ·tin the blood to
flow so that ratings will soar
even more. The press should
quit grappling for the best
camera angle and let the
military do their duty.
Cheers and Jeers

take notes while sitting on a
chair without a desk, or worse,
sitting on a concrete floor. The
professor's reaction: the
situation will get better when
people start missing classes!
There is absoloutely no excuse
for this ridiculously poor
planning. The problem could
easily be solved by bringing an
extra 20 chairs into the
classroom, or by setting up the
video camera for broadcast in
another area. Why hasn't
something been done so far?
You tell me. I hope the
professor is planning to take
responsibility for those students
who refuse to attend a class
where they can't see the
blackboard.
Cheers: for the new lunch
service in the student lounge.
The food is great, the prices are
reasonable, and, above all, there
is no travel time!
Half-hearted Cheers: to Prof.
Dooley's Woody Allen film
series in Tabor Auditorium on
Friday nights. Great for Woody
Allen fans, but I guess I am in
the silent majority who would
rather spend an evening
discussing religion with Dean
Gaffney than sit through
another showing of Annie Hall.
Then again, both experiences
might have the end result o
another Allen flick: Sleeper!
Overheard: from a law student
at the recent Dean's town hall
meeting regarding the locker
shortage: "I'd be willing to give
up my locker if you gave me 20
bucks." Altruism at it finest!
Spotted: 3L Mike King in the
basement of the library, with a
book entitled A Guide for the
Perplexed. Considering the state
of affairs in the world, maybe
we could all use a copy!
Say it ain't so: a 2L in Pre-trial
skills, when attempting to ask a
local attorney in a mock
interview if he had ever been
convicted of DWI: "Have you
ever been convicted of an
IUD!!" Ouch!

Perspectives on Israeli retaliation
by Ken Skolnik
Assistant Managing Editor
Given last week's multitude
of Scud bombings against Haifa
and Tel Aviv by the Iraqis, I'm
not sure how I feel about a
potential Israeli retaliation.
If you look at a map of the
Middle East, the first thing that
should strike you is the tiny
strip of land that Israel lies
upon. In comparison to its
Arab neighbors, Israel is tiny. It
is about the size of New Jersey
(although believe me, there are
no other similarities between
the two). In addition, one of
the things that you realize
when you are in Israel is the
fact that Arab countries are so
close. I remember being at the
Syrian border of Israel, and the
U.N. guard there explaining
that Damascus, the capital of

Grades at VU lower than most other schools
By Angelo Spyratos
Columnist

I've been thinking about this
article fot some time now. But I
eta s overcrowding problem,
wanted to let some of the
particularly
Criminal
passions associated with this
Procedure. I didn't realize the
issue die down and allow myself
extent of this disaster until I
some time so that I could
watched 20+ students attempt to
address the issue through clear
L----------------------~ eyes and a cool head. I'm
talking about grades at VU. If
you are not aware of the recent
concerns regarding grades at
expected
wails
from the law school, I will give you a
By Colman McCarthy
prosecutors who charged that a brief breakdown of the
Former Governor Richard history of being battered is no situation.
Celeste of Ohio, long one of excuse to kill. No one claims it
The grades issued at the law
America's most enlightened is. It's an explanation, one that school are considerably lower
progressives, left office on a Celeste accepted as reason in terms of G.P.A. than the
note
of
wisdom
and enough not to further victimize grades issued at other law
25
women
with schools throughout the United
compassion.
He granted the
clemency to 25 women imprisonment. The beaten States. As a matter of fact,
imprisoned for killing or shouldn't become the beaten according to Associate Dean
a ulting men they lived with. down.
Berner at last fall's town hall
What the prosecutors don't, meeting with Dean Gaffney, a
All the impri oned women had
been abu ed, beaten or or won't, see is that a powerful study compiled by the
way to prevent women from administration
mol t d by th ir husband
compared
hooting or stabbing their men grades at VU with 26 law
companions or fathers.
"These women were is to stop the men form starting schools throughout the United
entrapp d emotionally and the cycle of violence in the first States and VU ranked dead last.
physically, Celeste told the place. And that will take a As I understand the study, it
New York Times. --rhey were monumental effort, considering compared
schools
of
the victims of violence, repeated where we are now. The leading comparable size to VU, as well
violence . . . They were so cause of injury among as schools different from VU
emotionally entangled they American women is being with
a
national
were incapable of walking beaten by the men they live reputation-some of us 3L's
away."
Choiceles
and with. Any emergency-room could have told you that before
corn red, they tried for relief doctor or nurse can verify that. the numbers were crunched.
through the las futility As can any marriage counselor, As a re ult of this over-all low
rape crisis center or local police G.PA., students are placed at a
availabl violen .
el te' clem ncy on
see McCarthy, page 11 competitive disadvantage when
e mb r 21 drew the
interviewing for a job.

Triple jeers: for the continuing

Problems of battered women

because they are not doing
Syria, is only 30 miles away.
The Arab-Israeli conflict is what he wants them to do:
complicated and full of history. create an Arab-Israeli conflict
As a Zionist, it hurts me to
But I do know one thing: when
it comes to defending itself, see thousands of Israeli
Israel knows what she is doing. civilians subject to the terror of
Because of the size and location bombingswithout defending
of Israel, she has always been itself. My suspicion about this
prepared. From being "frisked" horrible situation is that Israel
at the airport, which all is planning some action. It is
passengers are subject to, to no secret that Israel maintains
being on a hike in the middle of secret agents in all Arab
the Negev desert in which all countries through its Mossad,
persons on my group had to the Israeli intelligence service.
Thus I would not rule out an
take turns guarding our group,
I have seen firsthand what they internal attack from within Iraq.
We all believe we are well
Israelis can do.
Thus I do think Israel will informed about this war. We
retaliate against Iraq, but in its can see what is going on from
own way. They realize that by our televisions, but I don't think
flying over other Arab countries we are getting anything close to
and striking Iraq, they could the full story. There are many
ruin a shaky alliance. Right plans being made in Jerusalem
now, by holding back, they are and Washington that the public
hurting Saddam Hussein will probably never learn about.

Many students wanted to
know why the grades were so
low at Valpo as compared to
other comparable law schools.
Is it because the students at
VU. were intellectually inferior?
I doubt it. Some were, and still
are, furious. But for many it is
too late to change law schools.
So, what can we do? A G.P.A. is
an important factor, but other
factors must also come into play
when one is granted an
interview and later hired for a
job.
One.. factor considered by
employers is class rank. It
makes no difference that a
student's G.P.A. is lower if his
or her class rank is higher.
Since the student is competing
with students who have taken
relatively the same classes, if
class rank is high then the
student can stress to the
employer class rank and
minimize G.P.A .. A student
should be careful, though,
because complaining of
tougher grading policies at VU.
can sound as though the
student is a whiner.
Another aspect of a student's
employability is a student's
accomplishments. Everything
from law review to mock trtal
can sway an employer's
decision whether a student gets
hired or not. Valpo offers many
other extra-curricular and cocurricular activities that not
only show an employer by the
student's involvement that the

student has an interest in that
field, but also that the student
has gained some experience in
that area. One example is our
clinical programs. Not only can
a student work in an area of the
law that interests him or her,
but the student can receive
some valuable experiences by
participating in that field.
Moreover, a student can stress
any other valuable on-the-job
experiences.
Some of the other
organizations, I would argue,
can also have the same effect.
Organizations like MELC or
The Forum can show an
employer that a student's
interests go beybnd the
academic part of law school.
Therefore, hobbies like
intramural sports or music can
add to your resume. Students
need to remember that an
employer is hiring a human
being and not a transcript.
The final step in a successful
job search is up to the student.
The student has to take a
combination
of
accomplishments, experiences,
and grades and convince this
prospective employer that the
student can handle the job
being applied for.
I did not write this article to
apologize for the unfair, almost
capncwus and arbitrary
grading policies of certain
faculty members. No, this
article is an attempt to offer

see Spyratos, page 12
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Landskroener, from page 4
by Iraq or as a result of
American attacks.
And, if Iraq is able to
successfully resist the American
attack and fight back, there is
no reason to believe that the
United States will not use the
nuclear weapons it has in the
Midd1e East, justifying their use
as being necessary to save
American lives. This is the same
excuse the United States gave
the only other time nuclear
weapons were used to kill
human beings, in Hiroshima
and
Nagasaki.
The
environmental damage of the
use of these weapons is
unfathomable.
The war is also wasteful of
America's economic resources.
This war will do nothing to solve
our country's economic
difficulties and will likely make
matters worse. Indeed, it is the
desperate economic conditions
in our country, especial1y for
ri
d Lc:ai.UI\.1;;:)
that make the -volunteer" army
possible. In fact, the desperate
economic circumstances in our
cities has created an economic
draft whereby young people feel
that military service is the only
choice they have to get ahead.
The war can only add to this
economic chaos. It is being
funded entirely on credit and
will balloon an already gigantic
budget deficit. We are, in effect,
paying for this war with money
borrowed
from
foreign
· investors.
The war will not solve any of
our other serious domestic
social problems either. The list
of these problems is a long one
but surely includes education,
health care, environmental
protection, racism, prisons,
crime, and transportation. Add
any others that are not being
adequately addressed.
For years domestic social
spending has been held hostage
to the Cold War's voracious
appetite; now a hot war will lay

even greater claim on the
nation's wealth and energy. Just
as the war against Vietnam
sucked up all the economic and
moral capital required by the
Great Society, thereby aborting
the most ambitious domestic
social improvement program of
the 20th Century, the war
against Iraq will increase
government spending that we
are politically already unwilling
to pay for.
Okay. So what? Even if I'm
right and we shouldn't have
started the war, what is the
point of speaking against it now?
While acknowledging my
own ambivalence as to what I
would do to bring about true
peace if appointed philosopher
king tomorrow morning, I still
feel compelled to speak out.
It is a cliche that the first
casualty in war is the truth. If
that is so, the second casualty is
hope, and it is in the name of

hold the president and the
Pentagon accountable.
Even more hopeful, however,
th
is my experience in talking with
e opinions expressed her~in are solely thos~ of e
people in this community. author and do not necessanly represent the v1ews o
Despite the initial polls that the Forum, the School of Law, or Valparaiso University.
show broad support for the
presidenfs policies, popular ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
support for this war is thin and

Buksa, from page 4

fragile.
I have talked to many people
in this community from all
walks of life, and have detected
no enthusiasm for this war.
After the initial bluff and bluster
about supporting the president,
there is fear and doubt. Even
among people who by
predisposition
give
the
government and the military
the benefit of the doubt, there is
deep seated skepticism over the
government's motives and
competence concerning this
war.

they too will be taking massive
casualties and losses. Iraq
must import most of its
· mtsst
· ·1 es, atrcra
·
ft ,
s t ra t egtc
tanks, and other heavy war
machines. Since they are
effectively blockaded, every
piece of equipment that we
destroy is gone for good.
here
will
be
no
reinforcements coming to
Sad dam Hussein's aid.
This being the case, I
project that the allies will
continue to bombard Iraq and
occupied Kuwait for several
weeks. The allied coalition

These people want should be ready to begin its
t
· v
ha w
ground offensive during next
are on the right side, that our
month's new moon phase.
superior military force is
Such a ground assault seems to
invincible, and that the war can
be the only way to totally
be fought with a minimum of
remove Iraq from Kuwait.
American casualties. But they
Utilizing a combined arms
are not confident in these
assault, Army and Marine
hopes. There is a simmering troops will breach the Iraqi
distrust and resentment not far
positions in a flanking move
beneath the surface that will along the Saudi-Kuwait border.
explode if the war goes on for They will then link up with
any length of time.
Marines landed from the
Persian Gulf and proceed to
I find this hopeful because it roll up the Iraqi lines. They
might ignite a democratic will be supported by all of our
grassroots movement to stop services air elements along
this war and maybe, just maybe, with allied air units. These air
prod the apathetic majority to units will also continue to
examine what got us into this strike at strategic targets inside
mess anyway. Just as the Iraq. The entire action should
tragedy in Vietnam revitalized not last more than a month.
American politics, involving
One thing that might
thousands in an opposition shorten the conflict is the
political movement that death of Saddam Hussein. In
eventually forced the war to an an authoritarian society like
end, I have hope that this war Iraq's, the dictator eliminates
causes more and more sleeping all political competition to
citizens to wake up and retake himself.
control of their government
Therefore, his underlings
once again.
are basically "yes" men. If we
cut the snake's head off, then
the body will die. Iraqi military
resistance is likey to collapse
with Saddam Hussein's death.
his writer believes that the
United States made a strategic
error when choosing not to
strike out at Saddam Hussein
and other political targets. It is
not to late to rectify this error.
tf.,.,~nAr!:lt,pJy

believe that we are, as citizens
and as human beings, disabled
from affecting history simply
because the experts and
technicians seem to have the
upper hand today. I believe, and
have hope, that the people will
have their say, but only if they
throw off the tranquilizing drug
of despair.
This is not merely wishful
thinking. I see concrete signs of
hope that the people can affect
the course of this war and bring
it to a less catastrophic
conclusion than is guaranteed if
the technocrats are given free
rein.
Ftrst. I am heartened that 47
senators
voted
against
authorizing war in the Persian
Gulf. Only two voted against the
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution in
1965 which purportedly
authorized the war against
Vietnam. Though many of the
47 will fall away into line with
the president, I am confident
that a solid core will remain to

On the home front,
Congress has passed a
resolution backing the
President and supporting our
troops in the Gulf. There are
demonstrations both for and

against the war. Those people
who are opposed to the war are
exercising the constitutional
perogat·tves of course. Th.ts
writer has yet to have seen or
heard anyone opposed to the
action in the Persian Gul
suggest any viable alternatives.
There was no guarantee that
waiting for sanctions to take
effect would have worked.
And there is no way they could
ever pay the price for allowing
Saddam Hussein to develop
and utilize atomic weaponry.
Until they propose realistic
solutions to this difficult
situation, they will continue to

lose credibility. But, this writer
supports those who voice their
opinion. They must not forget,
however,
that
those
constitutional rights are not
free. They come at the cost of
the blood of young men who
pay that ultimate price in order
that our society remain free in ..
order that we can all express
our opinions. The tab that this
country started 225 years ago
will never be paid in fulL We
must remain forever vigilant
and fight when necessary.
War is always an ugly, nasty
event. It is an embodiment o
the darker side 'Of human
nature. Since we cannot
change our nature, we must
deal with it as effectively as
possible. The United States
did not start this war, but we
will finish it. We wish to live in
peace, develop our economy
and engage in business
relations with our friends
throughout the world. We will
fight back though when these
interests are threatened. This
is the message that we send to
the entire world.
Unfortunately this will not be
the last war we ~age. Perhaps
there shall even be another
conflict in the Middle East in
which we become involved.
Soldiers shall fight and die; that
is the nature of war. We will
fight because we shall not
surrender our way of life; nor
will we have our strategic
interests throughout the world
threatened in any way or form.

-
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Student Profile:
Reflections on law school as preparatory education
lL jim Thompson Editor's Note: the following is a law, evidence, and perhaps civil clinical education. I think
"school spirit" at the law school.
"There seems to be a lack of
comraderie and fellowship at
the school," he said. "This just
doesn't seem to be a very
vibrant law school student
body. When people do talk
about something, it's usually
complaining about how lL's use
the printers. Shouldn't we be
more concerned about issues
that are really important to the
students, or to the legal
community?
"This is probably a problem
at a lot of law schools, though,"
he continued. "People are

By Allen Fore
Editor in Chief

No, he's not the former
Governor of Illinois. But lL
Jim Thompson calls Moline,
Illinois his home and attended
college in the Land of Lincoln.
Thompson spent two years
at the U.S. Naval Academy
before
transferring
to
Augustana College in Rock
Island, Illinois. Although he
left Annapolis, Maryland,
Thompson still feels that his
experience
there
was
beneficial.
"'The Naval Academy was a
tremendous place," he said.
"As an educational institution it
is an institution by itself. The
problem for me was that there
was no separation between
navy life and the academy," he
continued. "You have to be
dedicated about making a
career in the Navy or- Marine
Corps, and if you're not, it's
unfair to yourself as well as the
taxpayer to stay."
One particular experience
from the Naval Academy stands
lL Jim Thompson
out in Thompson's mind.
mainly
concerned with getting
"I spent a summer on a
a
job."
grounded missile destroyer in
The quality of the faculty at
the Orient," he explained. "I
the
law school impressed
was surprised at the level of
Thompson.
"I think the faculty
anti-Americanism held by many
re
ar
a
go
a
yw e e,"
of the people over there."
he
said.
"The
quality
of
Thompson currently has a
education
is
first
rate
and
I
brother serving in the Persian
the
think
Valparaiso
is
one
of
Gulf. "He's in the 82nd
Airborne, and he is 11 months best law schools in the
older than me," he said. "I'm Midwest"
Thompson didn't have a lifeconcerned about him, and
long dream to attend law
about all the troops. I support
them, and I hope they all come school. "I felt like I needed to
grow more as a person and that
home safely."
In his spare time, Thompson law school would be a good
place to do that," he stated.
spends a considerable amount
Sports law may be an area in
of time keeping physically fit.
which
Thompson would like to
"I participate in a variety of
be involved. "I came from an
athletic activities," he said. "I
enjoy socializing, mostly in athletic background, so sports
law or a sports agent would be
Chicago, or here in town at
an ideal career," he said.
Jackson's." Thompson is also a
"There is a lot of exploitation of
member of DTP.
people in athletics going on,
Thompson has been
and I'd like to do something
disappointed in the lack of
about that"

Rre your hormones diverting your
attention from studies?
Rre you looking for a new way to ask out
the girl or guy of your dreams?
Do you wBn t to tell someone wha f you
really think of them?

e nnin
the foru
pe

i h o r neHt Issue,
w-11 be ru ning a
ec ion.
no

e

ages in Locker
Fe

im

ory 21 t.

to 25 word .

eHomple: Saddam Hussein --"Eat s--tand
Die." Loue, the Forum

letter received by Pro/. Dave
Myers from VU School of Law
alum Thomas H. Nelson re:
"Reflections on Law School as
Preparatory Education. n It is
printed with permission of the
author:
I received AI Morrison's
May 4 letter (see The Forum,
October 24, 1990) recently, and
concur with his suggestion; the
possibility
of reaching
consensus is remote indeed.
Although I have seldom been
bashful in expressing my views
(notwithstanding that they are
only infrequently in the
mainstream), I particularly
welcomed the thought that my
several years' experience might
somehow qualify me to speak

"I woUld address not
only
what
law
students are taught,
but how they, as
members of the legal
profession, should
act."
on the topic of law school as
preparatory education.
If I were once again on the
faculty of a law school, I would
address not only what law
school students are taught, but
how the • as members of the
legal profession, should act. My
perspective is that of a partner
in a large, multi-city frrm that
specializes in representing
large corporations and in
complex business litigation. My
personal area is a sub-specialty:
the impact of regulation upon
electric,
gas
and
telecommunication utilities. I
mention this because it takes
virtually years for one to
become sufficiently proficient
in such a specialty, and thus
one might think that I would
endorse
law
schools'
attempting to teach specialties
to law students-give them a
running start, as it were. In
fact, the opposite is true; I
would counsel law schools not
to attempt to teach their
students such specialties.
Rather, I think law schools
serve their students, the
practicing bar, and the
students' future clients best by
focusing upon imparting a
comprehensive overview of the
law in a rigorous academic
program.
Beginning with what
students are taught, I have
heard it said by several older
members of the bar that they
learned not so much law in law
school as the ability to organize
and think. Of course, students
must learn "process"-the
basic legal system, how courts
operate,
the
changing
dynamics between the common
law and legislation, etc. Valpo
did this weU during my years as
a student. And, of course, the
students need a working
acquaintance with the basic
bu il ding blocks: contracts,
torts, property, constitutional

procedure immediately spring
to mind. I think that each of
those basic courses should
serve the additional purpose of
challenging the students to
discover their own intellectual
limits; the content should be
made
as
intellectually
demanding as possible.
Particularly in the first year, but
still continuing into the third
year. students should be held to
high in-class standards of
preparation and response. They
should be forced to struggle
with baffling questions that
have no correct answer for, if
they are ever to achieve some
degree of respect from their
peers in the professions, it will
be their ~esponses to these
types of questions that will earn
them such recognition.
After the basic courses were
taught, I recollect that an
interesting
metamorphis
occurred: emphasis was placed
upon "descriptive" courses. By
"descriptive" I mean courses
that emphasize content while
demanding little reasoning;. for
example, rules and subrules of
a particular area of the law are
explained in detail. Speaking
personally, I think that such
courses are the least valuable.
This is because I think that the
studen t's intellectual ability
(other, perhaps, than the
ability to memorize) is not
really developed and, if the area
being taught is in any way
important, the rules are
constantly changing anyway.
Criminal procedure, debtorcreditor relations, securities
regulation, municipal bonding,
and corporate tax are all
~xam~le.s o,f what I'm c~llin_g
descnptive courses. Whtch ts
not to say that these courses
shouldn't be taught; they
should. My main point is that
some consideration might be
given to increasing the
challenge contained in such
courses. I believe that, in
comparison to the present
approach to "core" courses,
"descriptive" courses in fact do
relatively little to prepare the
student for his subsequent life
as a lawyer.
The third category of
courses encompasses seminars
and independent research, and
is usually reserved for thirdyear students. These courses
put great strains upon the
faculty because of the need for
close, one-on-one interaction
with students. Nonetheless, in
my experience these courses
were among the most valuable,
for they allowed the student to
define an area and delve deeply
into it on his own. The
reflection and contemplation
required by such courses
closely parallels the type of
thought that the practicing
lawyer must give to planning
transactions or putting together
litigation strategy.
The foregoing should give
you some inkling of where I
come down on the final topic,

clinical education is, or at least
can be, valuable, but that its
significance
is
often
overemphasized. It is obviously
important for students at some
point in their law school
careers to get "hands on"
experience. Unfortunately,
however, some clinics tend to
present students with repetitive
issues whose educational
content
diminishes
dramatically with
each
repetition. Much that occurs
after the first transaction or
case is merely episodic in
nature. Students do not need
law school to learn that people
(clients) react differently to
stress, that there are the
disadvantaged among us, and
that injustice does in fact occur
all too frequently. A major
portion of a student's threeyear law school career should
not be devoted to solving
problems; indeed, if he has the
inclination he can much better
address those problems after
he has completed three full
years of legal education. Law
school is for preparation, and
thus I would urge students to
wring every bit of (yes,
theoretical) education they can
from the school. Soon enough
they will be spending the rest
of their professional lives
addressing these and other
important issues on a day-today basis.
Finally, students facing such
advice will need some
reassurance that devoting their
three years in law school to

------------1
"I think that the student's
intellectual ability is not
rea 11 y developed (in
descriptive courses) and
.
.
.'
if the area betng taught ts
in anyway important the
rules are constantly
changing anyway."

-------------t
theoretical pursuits will not
"taint" them in the job market. I
certainly cannot speak for all
lawyers, all large frrms, or, for
that matter, all views in my
frrm. I do know, however, that
my firm does not look for
"descriptive" courses and
clinical education.experience
when
selecting
future
associates. Nor does it value
clerking experience obtained
during the school year.
Virtually all large firms, and I
think most mid-sized firms,
would much rather train their
associates themselves. And law
students should know that
associates are not hired for
their ability to handle a
bankruptcy, to negotiate a
complex agreement, or to
represent the indigent accused
; in fact, to the extent a student
brings such experience with
him, the firm may require that
some such "abilities" be
unlearned so that the associate
do the task in the firm's own

see alum letter, page 9
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Faculty auction successful
By }eni Overmyer and Julie Holm
Contributors

November 1 was a very
successful night for the
Midwest Environmental Law
Caucus (MELC). Eighteen
items were donated from a
majority of the professors, and
Dean Gaffney's pasta dinner
brought the highest bid of $160.
Professor Brockington not only
attended the party but
graciously donated a second
gourmet dinner to satisfy
increased demand.
MELC officers report that
the $751 raised will be used
primarily to fund their

upcoming continuing legal
education seminar. In addition,
MELC plans to sponsor
environmental speakers and
social events.
MELC wishes to thank the
SBA for allowing MELC to have
its auction during their
Halloween party and ]en Nelson
and Katherine Hillman deserve
special thanks for their
energetic auctioneering. Lastly,
thanks go to all of the
professors who donated items
and to all the bidders. Because
of their support, MELC hopes
to make the auction an annual
event. Look for the faculty
auction next fall!!!

HERD IN THE HALlS

By Tammy Walz, Columnist

NEW YEAR'S RESOUJTIONS WE'VE ALREADY BROKEN:
1. I will not bring chapstick to ethics.
2. I will not complain about my "D and C" in public.
3. I will not lust after Bodie in Con Law (at least not obviously).
4. I will not miss class on Friday because of Thursday night..
5. I will not blow off any reading assignments Wld will not miss class.
6. I will not be so hung over Friday that I forget who I did "body shots" with on
Thursday.
7. I wiU not drive my car in the ditch on Thursday night infront of my apartment
building and then run out of gas the next morning, especially if the school gossip
columnist is one of my neighbors.
8. I wiU not be overly critical ofVUSL, others, or myself; I would rather workfor a
change than waste energy complaining.
9. I will not lose control of my life because of BBd or BBD.
10. I will be thankfulfor every day because each is afresh start in my life
-maybe I won't get a rejection letter today.
11. I will not Hop, Skip and Miss Class.
Teasors and Torifeasors:
... congratulations to everyone who got engaged over break: Karen and Dave,
Cindy and Tim, Andy Wld Elaine, David and JuUe, Christina and Ken, Gina and
Larry, Jim and Sherry, and Deb and Jim, and all others who I haven't

mentioned.
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Wednesday, February 13

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
The Blood Mobile Wiil Be In Front of The Law School
Please lend your Support!

... best wishes also to Kerry and Tony, who tied the knot in Vegas, as did Sam
Brooks .
... our tlwughts and prayers are with Mike Roberts, 2L, recently "called up" for
military service.
...Jim has a lot to "cheer" about lately .
... 3L's have begun the countdown to graduation-but when we get realjobs will
we have to give up ow: afternoon naps and Thursday night J-bar excursions?
... Tony's moonlighting as a tutor for 5 Swedish exchange students; is that like
the male version of waitressing at North Side on Tuesdays and Thursdays?
... to the lL's hanging out at the Law Review office: nice wishful thinking, but
there are so many wonderful things in life to wishfor, why not aimfor something
where you don't get nosebleeds?
... 3 cheers for Craig and Ed!L wlw are gimping aroung with honorable iJ1iuries
sustained inside the trey circle.
... only 5 weeks untiljun., sun and margaritasjor some ofus-lL's are reserving
seats in he library, since the appellate "brief' isn 't very.
... do T.A.'s get docked pay or lose a credit if we miss meetings or turn in
research assignments late?
... isn't it great that we got out of class last Monday and get to make it up, while
certain prominent Americans' birthdays in February are overlooked?
... you knoz.p it's going to be one of those nights when your neighbor coerces you
into buying him a mickey ojrnm "to go" at Jackson's, a couple of townies accuse
you of being an alcoholic, and you don't even know what a "mickey" is.

Alum letter, from page 8
way. I certainly seek, and think
many other employers look for,
associates who have a
comprehensive overview, ones
who have demonstrated the
ability to deal with if not master
difficult issues. The search is
for the demonstrated ability to
reason through a thorny legal
situation, and not so much for
the actual final result.
In sum, I do not believe that
law students are advantaged by
a law school's placing emphasis
upon the day-to-day activities of
a typical lawyer. The law school
experience lasts only three
years, but its results will last for
a professional lifetime. A
student can best be prepared
for his life as a lawyer by using
the three years to stretch his
mind, by being forced to

them to overemphasize
"practical" courses at the
expense of broader horizons
and wider views.
My second, shorter theme is
that law students perhaps
should be given some advice, if
not training, on how to act. My
thoughts on this topic are
certainly not new; the ABA
Journal has spent several issues
during the past year discussing
"civility" among lawyers and
misuse of litigation tactics. In
my practice I encounter a
surprising number of attorneys
(usually litigators) who rely
upon tactics that are at best
vexations and at worst an
embarrassment.
Some of these faults are
pr oducts of intellectual
shortcomings; for example,

contemplate issues and
questions that are not routine,
and
by
obtaining
as
comprehensive a view of the
legal universe as possible.
Clinical education and schoolyear clerking experiences can
divert the student from these
larger, and much more
g oals.
significant,
Notwithstanding law students'
own (understandable) desires, I
think that it is a shame to allow

poorly thought out discovery
usually means many more
interrogatories and requests for
production than are necessary.
Another example is the
attorney who opposes a motion
simply because the other side
supports it. Or the attorney
who writes a letter to "confirm"
a telephone conversation, and
the "confirmation" does not
even resemble the actual
discussion, with the result that

a second letter has to be
written. Or the attorney who
schedules a deposition without
first contacting his adversary.
While the list could go on
and on, the point is that
students should be told that
their clients' interests are
almost always better served by
a speedy, simple, honest, less
expensive, and fair resolution of
the
problem.
The
swashbuckling litigation tactics
that are becoming prevalent
disserve the client, clog the
courts, and reflect unfavorably
upon the legal system and law
school
education.
And
somebody on the law school
faculty should tell the third year
class just that.
In rereading this letter I am
struck by how very little-if
any- of it is new. Nonetheless,
I hope that some of the points
are a bit controversial. I am
happy to pass these thoughts
along, and would welcome
anyone's pointing out to me my
errors and why what I propose
cannot or will not work. Fmally,
I intend absolutely no criticism
of my legal education at Valpo;
it has stood me well indeed.
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An historical view of the VU School Of Law: Forum
Flashback

Editor's Note: the following
article is reprinted from the
by Ken Skolnik
November,
1984 edition of the
Assistant Managing Editor
Forum. This article represents
the first in a series of reprints
Although January and February can be depressing and designed to give our readers an
create cabin favor for all of us, if you like winter sports historical perspective, from the
student point of view, of VU
here is a list of some fun winter activities:
School ofLaw.

Ice Skating- Tower Park at Franklin and Evans streets
has outdoor skating. It is a small rink, but can provide
some good recreation. If you need any lessons, ask
nationally ranked Scott Kozlov. The hours are 4 -7 p.m.
Monday through Friday for figure skating; 10 AM.-7
P.M. on Saturdays, and 11 AM. to 7 P.M. on Sundays.
Downhill Skiing-The Pines at 674 N. Meridian
(Campbell) offers some downhill fun. Obviously, we're
not talking about the Rockies here, but at least it's
something. The hours are 10 AM. -10 P.M. everyday.
Full day lift tickets are $15.00 and it costs $15.00 to rent
skis. You can rent for a half of a day for $11.00 and get
a pass for $11.00. The half day tickets are good
between 3-10 P.M. or 10 AM.-3 P.M. Phone is 462-4179.
Cross country skiing. In Valparaiso itself, you can
cross-country ski at Forest Park Golf Course, at the
west end of Sheffield drive. You can also go cross
country skiing at the Indiana Dunes State Park at the
end of State Route 49. The Dunes is a real treat if you
have the inclination. They rent skis for $2.00 for the
first hour, and $1.00 for each additional half hour.
Insurance against damage to skis costs $ .50, which
they recommend. Call first because they sometimes
don't rent skis on certain days. Phone is 926-1952.
Woody Allen. Although it doesn't go with the skiing
and skating, if you feel like seeing a good movie, watch
one of the Woody Allen movies being offered on Friday
Nights. If you've missed Sleeper or Manhattan, your
missing some of the best movies ever made. Some of
the people in this school (i.e. the editor of this paper)
don't have any taste.
Editor's Note: Skating lessons only available for single
and very attractive females.
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ebruary 1 "Manhattan"
ebruary 8 "Casablanca" &
"Play It Again Sam"
February 15

"Interiors"

February 22

"Sleeper''

22

"Love & Death" .
"Stardust Memories"
"Broadway Danny Rose" &
"Radio Days"
"Purple Rose of Cairo"
"Zelig"
"Hannah and Her Sisters"

The Valparaiso University
Law School's second era
stretches from 1907 to June 10,
1962 (the ground breaking
ceremony of Wesemann Hall).
Mark Lindsay DeMotte retired
as dean of the law school in
1907, and it was in that year
that the law school officially
became part of Valparaiso
University.
The law school began its
second
era
with
the
appointment of Milo Jesse
Bowman as the new dean.
Bowman's influence helped to
modernize the school. He
introduced the case study
method and added such classes
as English Constitutional
History, Political Economy,
SoCiology, and the History of
England.
Bowman also brought the
law school into conformity with
many of the accrediting
association standards of the
day. He began by shortening
the school year to four, tenweek terms which still
encompassed more hours in
two years than most three year
institutions. He then expanded
the program to three years of
36 weeks of study each in 1917.
Bowman instituted the ArtsLaw program which lasted over
50 years. Students could earn
both a Bachelor of Arts degree
and a Bachelor of Law degree
in six years. Admission
standards were also raised to
guard against the high attrition
rate, which reached 50 percent
at times. By 1920, all applicants
were required to have at least a
high school education.
In conjunction with
Bowman's Arts-Law program,
in 1926, the law school was also
moved into the main flo or of
the Commerce Building

(DeMotte Hall).
Despite these changes, the
law school fell on hard times
during the early 1920's. In 1917,
50 students graduated from the
law school but by 1923, only
nine graduated. The death of
University President Henry
Baker Brown, the university's
failure to adopt to the changing
climate and philosophy of
higher education, and World
War I were the main causes for
the decline.
The university was about to
fold when in 1925 the Lutheran
University
Association
purchased the school. The
Asso.ciation sought to rebuild
the school as quickly as
possible
and
to
gain
accreditation from the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Universities. Consequently,
the law school conformed
existing standards and
henceforth required two years
of college credit for admjssion.
The faculty was also cut to only
three full-time professors to cut
costs.
What Bowman had begun,
John W. Moreland finished.
After the resignation of
Bowman on 1928, Moreland
was appointed dean, and he
quickly brought academic
respectability to the school. In
1929, the school gained
approval from the American
Bar Association and in 1930,
bacame a member of the
Association of American Law
Schools. Acceptance came on
the first application both times.
Moreland's curriculum
during the early 1930's was
surprisingly similar to today's
curriculum. Approximately 90
hours were needed to graduate,
and first-year students took all
the same classes as today, plus
Criminal Procedure and
Agency Law. Classes for second
and third-years included such
subjects as mortgages, wills,
corporations, partnerships, and
marly others. Third-year
students took Evidence and
Constitutional Law.
Enrollment still remained
poor, however. During the

1920's, farst-year classes never
exceeded five, and total
enrollment dipped to only 19.
The Depression also kept
enrollment low during the
1930's. Total enrollment usually
remained around 25 to 30
~dents, and almost all of them
were from Indiana and Illinois. ·
The downward trend
reversed for a couple of years,
but the beginning of World War
II brought another decline. By
1943, only four students were
registered in the entire school.
Closing the school was
seriously discussed, but both
the persistence of President
0 .P. Kretz mann and Business
Manager of the University,
Albert Scibner, saved the
school.
With the return of the World
War II veterans, law school
enrollment peaked in 1949, with
158 students. The trend was a
short one, and by 1952,
enrollment again dropped
under 100, and stayed underlOO
students for another dozen
years. The flooding of the
market with too many lawyers
was the cause for the drop, and
thus the school's existence
continued to remain (in)
danger.
Moreland resigned his
deanship in 1954, and for a year
President Kretzmann served as
interim dean. In 1955, Knute D.
Stalland assumed the office,
and from the beginning, his
major problem was a new law
school facility. An ABA report
depicted the facilities as one of
the worst in the country, and
both faculty and students
agreed.
Funding for the new school
was hard to come by and again
there was talk of closing the
school. President Kretzmann's
vision of a new law building
prevailed, however, and on June
10, 1962, the ground breaking
ceremony for Wesemann Hall
took place.
With this historic occasion
the Y:alparaiso University
School of Law's future became
bright, and its continued
existence assured.
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Tips for handling stress
By Kristi Brown
News Editor

STAND FOR BEING SECOND
BEST, AND SHOULD GO
AFTER WHAT THEY REAUY
WANT.

Note: While it may appear that a
woman attorney may "have it all
There are many successful
together", there are many women who don't believe in
professional women who suffer themselves. They lack all the
from a lack of self-esteem. There self-respect they would like to
are many hidden insecurities have. They do not have the kind
about career, family, etc. As you of self-confidence that most men
read through Ms. johnson's in their lives seem to take for
article, consider some of the granted.
danger signs of low self-esteem
Women are at greater risk of
and seek help if you feel you may having low self-esteem. A
be a victim.
woman with low self-esteem
MANY WOMEN LACK THE
SORT OF SELF-CONFIDENCE
THAT MOST OF THE MEN
AROUND THEM SEEM TO
TAKE FOR GRANTED. LOW
SELF-ESTEEM GOES BACK
TO A WOMAN'S EARliEST
RELATIONSHIPS. THE CRUX
OF THE MAITER IS THAT
WOMEN SHOUW NOT

tends to be more self-critical,
more deoendent, and has a
shaky level of competence.
Difficulties that occur in her life
may lead to depression.
Low self-esteem goes back to
our earliest relationships.
Building self-esteem requires
Women who received positive self-care: stop settling for
reinforcement as babies and second best and go after what
small children tend to be much you really want. While nothing
more
self-confident. works for everyone, here are a
Unfortunately, even today, most few quidelines:

McCarthy, from page 6
station.
If doubts still persist, there
. are the recent hearings of the
Senate Judiciary Committee
where these facts came out"
-Between 2,000 and
4,000 women die annually from
physical abuse.
-Four women are
killed each day by their male
partners.
-In more than half of
the murders of wives by
husbands, police had
n mmon fiv ime
llie pr vious year.
-50
percent
of
homeless men and women are
fleeing domestic
violence.
-Three out of four
American women will be the
victims of at least
one violent crime.
- 95 percent of spousal
homicides are by men.
It wasn't until the 1970s that
community organizers sought
and secured funding for
domestic-violence programs.
Feminists did it, and no one
else. The ridicule that feminism
has endured these past 20 years
ha come form the same male
thinking that leads husbands or
partners to believe they are
entitled to control or belittle
women, and be accountable to
no one should a few punches or
bashes by nece sary.
Most of the 1,200 domesticviolence programs now helping
battered women are low-funded
private operations depending
mostly on vo lu nteers and
minimally paid staff. Twelve
hundred programs that didn't
exist until a few years ago
sound large, except that the
United States has 3,200 shelters
for
abu ed
animals.
Pennsylvania, to take a typical
example, turned away 9,000
women in 1989 because rooms
were not available under its
shelter program.
Deep sociological analysis
isn t required to conclude that
American women are a major atrisk population. In a violent
culture they are often the fir to

parents hope for a baby boy, not
girl. Starting life as a
disappointment to your parents
makes you less likely to feel
totally acceptable.
Further, more girls develop
negative self-esteem from their
mo thers .
Women
are
undervalued in our society,
especially housewives. Their
daughters may pick up these
feelings of low self-worth.
Women with low self-esteem
feel that they have few inner
resources, and must turn to
others for emotional support
and reassurance. They may
need an almost constant supply
of externally derived support to
maintain equilibrium.

be attacked and the least to be
heard and helped. For many,
street thugs are lesser menaces
than hubby at home. The frontline is behind the front door.
Two remedies are available:
prevention before the violence
and intervention after.
Prevention before will take a
massive overhaul of those
forces-the one out of eight
Hollywood films having a rape
theme to the war ethic of
Congress
and
the
en agon- at aped mal
thinking and persuade men to
believe that beating people is a
rightful way to act. A George
Bush who aspires to "kick the
ass" of Saddam Hussein-or of
Geraldine Ferraro , as Bush
claimed he did in 1980-sends a
message to the American male:
If you have a problem belt
somebody.
Solutions that intervene after
include Richard Celeste's
decision to free imprisoned
women victimized by violence.
He is the rare politician who
took the time to look into each
woman's case.
Another possibility is the
Violence Against Women Act, to
be introduced shor tly by Sen.
Joseph Biden (D-Del.). It wouln
triple current funding for
battered women's shelters,
protect women who flee across
state lines t o e scape their
abusers-protective stay away
orders upheld in one state are
often not valid in another, and
make it a federal crime for an
abuser to cross state lines to
continue the violence.
Prevention before a nd
intervention after are long-haul
solutions. While working for
them, women's marches and
demonstrations "to take back
the streets" deserve full
support When the streets are
safe, then onto the home, where
the worst crazies often lurk.

Coleman McCarthy is a
columnist with the Village Voice.
His column is syndicated through
the Washington Post JVriter's
Group.

1. SPEND TIME WITH
SUPPORTIVE
WOMEN
FRIENDS, SUPPORT GROUPS,
AND
CONSCIOUSNESSRAISING GROUPS. These can
be
vital
sources
of
encouragement. This contact
helps validate your feelings and
beliefs with others.
2. PREPARE YOURSELF TO
EARN YOUR OWN LIVING. A
woman who supports herself is
far less likely to put up with a
destructive relationship.
3. DON'T ALLOW YOUR
A ,
HU BAND,
BOYFRIEND, OR PARTNER
TO EXPLOIT OR ABUSE YOU.
Low self-esteem women tends to
become involved in abusive
relationships. Commit yourself
to stopping that. Be prepared to
leave.
4. SPEND TIME ALONE.
Women need the opportunity to
find out if they can make their
world work for themselves. Even
in a long-term relationship, it is
important to have your own
time.
5. EXERCISE REGUlARLY.
Physical activity has given many
women an enhanced sense of
strength and self-worth. Feeling
you're a powerful person
enhances self-esteem.

Jessie, Bathia, and
Emily•

•

•

Next time you have a
party, leave the camera
behind. Have a Happy
Valentine's Day. Kenny
Bo bba Ray

Beth,

You're the greatest. I
won't disappoint you and
I will meet my deadline.
Scott
Allen,
Good luck in Seattle
Michelle,
and Madison. See you in
Skiing was sweet. Florida. Love, AH
Next time some postwhirlpool action is a must, To Bill: To my little
"No Way Man!!"
!inkster. Can't wait until
California. Your little
Daddy,
Caddy.
Can't wait for you to
stay at home with me and Wanted: Killer smile girl
Mama. Love, Nick
to do ballet to Bohemian
Rhapsody. No experience
Barbara
Naretto necessary.

Petrungaro,
Long time no see!
How's married life?
You're going on your one
year anniversary soon
and I haven't seen you
yet! Maybe at graduation.
Love,AH

DearT.A,
Hope we can get to
The Court soon. Oogly.
Congratulations Rick
on being a
Daddy-to-be! ES & CB.

Lobbes

Student Bar update
By ] en Nelson
BA President

7. MAKE FRIENDS
OUTSIDE
YO UR
FAMILY/PARTNER. Many
women tend to depend too much
on their partners.

I'd like to take the
opportunity to thank Joanne
Albers for the efficient running
of the Registrar's office and for
all the late hours she puts into
her job. It was a miracle to see
our ranks/grades in with our
~second semester registrar
packet. The SBA, on behalf of
the entire student body,
presented Joanne with a plant
to show our appreciation! A
special thanks needs to be
noted to Mary Moore for her
stellar idea to have food service
provide lunch at the law school!
The locker situation has
been resolved and everyone is
glad that a decision has been
made. Lockers will fill 50-60%
of the current SBA office. The
officers' desks will remain
where they are located or
moved closer together. The
SBA is discussing options for
the conference room.
The grades committee
which resulted from the first
town hall meeting has met and
has set their goals for this year.
The goal of the committee is to
make VU grades more
competitive in the job market.

8. FINALLY, SEEK OUT
OTHER PEOPLE-WOMEN
OR MEN-WITH HIGH SELFESTEEM. Friends who make
you feel good about yourself,
who care but also realize you
can't please everyone; people
with a variety of friends and a
diversity of skills, who
appreciate their strengths and
feel at home in the world.

The committee is gathering
grading policies from other
schools to help formulate a
policy at VU. If anyone has
ideas or informati on to hel p
this committee please see any
of the following students: Jim
Kapitan, Wendy Nutt, Gina
Folta, Briap. Welch, T eri
Meade-Levett
or
Alex
Moskovic. This committee

6. PARTICIPATE IN A
VARIETY OF CULTURAL,
PHYSICAL AND COMMUNITY
EVENTS. If something goes
wrong in one or two areas of
your life, you have other options.

To the Goddess of
Love,
Thanks for all your
advice ~nd patience.
Hopefully I'll return the
favor some day. Talk to
you soon. P.S. How come
you invited me over and
didn't answer the door??
AH

intends to present a proposal to
the faculty this spring.
And to set the record
straight, the day after the first
town hall meeting regarding
the grades I was informed
there would not be a joint
student-faculty committee. I
mentioned to the Board of
Visitors the response I
received and the next day Dean
Berner offered his help. Dean
Berner has always been
supportive for students on this
issue and is currently helping
the committee.
The next town hall meeting
will be regarding the legality of
war in the Persian Gulf. Town
Hall meetings are meant to be
an exchange of ideas on
interesting topics as opposed to
limiting them to law school
issues. Look for signs.
SBA meetings will be held
on Monday evenings at 5:00.
The first meeting is January 28.
Smoking in the lounge will be
discussed.
Upcoming social events
include the Valentine's bash at
the Eagle's Lodge on February
15, the annual flush party
which is held the Thursday
night before spring break, and
other events after spring break.
A fun time was had by all at
jackson's last Thursday night.
T hanks Kim Baker, Mary
Lasata and the social
committee.
Thank God I didn't sign up
for Nihilism which meets from
8:30 - 12:00 and 3:00- 6:30p.m.
on SATURDAYS. Woe to the
3L's who did ! Notice all 3L
eyes riveted at the countdown
until graduation!
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The Forum

Forum Feature Athlete:
jayme Matchinski
By Drew Dillworth
Sports Editor
In th e se days of
greater equality amongst men
and women, the sport of
basketball has served as an
encouraging barometer for
women's athletics.
For
instance, we've seen the first
woman dunk in a game, and

2L Jayme Matchinski
already this years women's
final four has sold out. Perhaps
something more remarkableis
the 112 points the Valparaiso
Lady Crusaders scored in one
game using the same hectic
fast-break style that Loyola
Marymount made famous. Are
these events harbingers of the
future or merely abberations of
t. o r
b
o
h pr
form over time?
I posed this question to
2L Athlete of the Month, Jayme
"Melba Milktoast" Matchinski,
who emphatically assurred me

Sweet Sixteen Selected

tha t the level of skill will
continue to get better in
women's bas kets.
"T he
women's game will become
more exciting and competitive
because of the advent of camps
for blue chip youngsters, that
were not as pr evalent when
present college women were
younger."
Upon further
discussion with Jayme, I
discovered that she played
Division I hoops at Bradley
University, and as a junior she
moved on to Norther n
Michigan for her fmal years of
eligibility before a knee injury
ended her career prematurely.
Before college, Jayme
played for Streamline High
School, in Hanover Park
Illinois, where she led her team
to a regional championship her
senior year. During that
campaign, Jayme averaged 15
points and 12 rebounds per
game, and was an allNorthwestern
Chicago
selection. The highlight of her
college career was a tour
through Europe on her
conference all-star team. "The
most memorable events on the
trip occurred when we played
and beat some army base men's
teams," Matchinski reflected.
Jayme feels that
basketball is a sport that allows
women to compete with JDen,
even if not always on the same
level. Indeed, on several
occasions I've witnessed Jayme
school some male colleagues
with her skill at basketball.

e Mid\Vest Games:
Hope Springs Eternal·
By Lorin Schuchardt
Assistant Sports Editor
The ABA Law Student
Division's 12th circuit is set to
hold the Nor thwest games, a
winter weekend of festivities
and competitions in Seattle on
the weekend of February 23rd.
he games ar e open to all
United States law schools and
will challenge participants not
only
athletically
but
intellectually and socially as
welL The scheduled events will
include basketball, softball,
occer, knowledge bowl,
fri bee, and olf. So far,
only include four
chool from the Pacific
orthw t: Univer ity of Puget
Sound,
University
of
Wa hington,
Wilmette
Un iver ity and Gonzaga
UnL rsity.
The person respon ible for
the games is University of
Puget Sound Jaw student
Breean Beggs. Beggs thinks
that the games will allow
students to showcase their
talents and also increase
interaction between tudents
from different law schools.

Hopefully this will lead to new
ideas and possible future
contacts. Currently, school
interaction is primarily through
different ABA compe titi ons
which involve only a small
number of students. The games
will increase interaction by
providing those students with
common
interests
the
opportunity to interact in a
more social setting.
Unfortunately, the games
are being held in Seattle which
makes participation for
Valparaiso rather costly due to
travel expenses, with the
cheapest fare running at $483.
However, room and board
would not be a problem as
visiting students would be able
to stay with students from the
host university. But don't give
upyei.
Perhaps some outgoing
sports enthusiasts will start up
the Midwest Games next fall.
The potential participation level
is immense with approximately
12law schools being less than a
four hour drive from Valparaiso.
The idea is there, now we only
need someone to turn that into
reality.

!RECYCLE YOUR SODA CANS

I

By Drew Dillworth
Sports Editor
Speculating ... one of the more underated things in life. Speculating
constantly rears its head in our daily exercises, but nowhere is this art more
prevalent than in sf)ort. As an aspiring "artist," I feel that the time for speculating
about march madness is at hand. But bear in mind that this writer feels compelled
to adhere to the unwritten journalistic rule that no personal feelings enter the
picture (hence; Villanova was chosen over Valparaiso). The following poll
represents the schools that have the best chance of making the Sweet Sixteen
(pairings permitting).

1) UNLV

2) New Orleans- teams with Earvin Johnson make it by default?
3) Duke
4) St. John's- Louie C and the boys from jamaica have title
caliber chemistry, but lack the requisite guard play.
5) Michig-an State- many talented teams have struggled early only to
make strong showings in the tournament. It'll happen here.

6) Texas

7) LaSalle- Good guard play and lower expectations (i.e. no more LTrain) are the keys here. Look for Doug Overton and Randy Woods to shine.
8) Indiana- Painful as it is to admit, the General is simply the best,
and only gets better in march.

9) North Carolina
1 0) Louisiana State- (SHAQ-d-SHAQ, don't even think of talkin'
back)

11) Syracuse
12) Villanova- Daddy M has guided his boys to victory in 69% of his
games in the big dance. All the ingrediants are there; their only obstacle is being
selected to e original field.

13) UClA
14) Arkansas

15) Pittsburgh- With a ·coach this team would be better than UNLV.
16) Ohio State
Finally, so as to round out the list, these teams could also make the "16"
depending on original matchups:

1 7) Temple- if Macon gets untracked this team could go balistic.

18) Connecticut
19) Virginia
20) Creighton- Who?
Make your plans
early!
JEmirii~1herrQ ~

JEd
Jl~~Jl

AprilS, 1991
Indian Oak Inn
SEE DONNA

McCoy

Spyratos, from page 6
some suggestions to students
that will help "stop the
bleeding." Awareness of this
problem will hopefully yield
some changes in the future.
Finally, as one goes
through his or her education,
the value is in the process
itself, not in the grades one
receives. The decisions a
student makes and the
amount of her involvement
will net a value above and
beyond the grades she
receives.

Jus Vitae
Schedule of Weekly Movies
Wednesday, January 30
"What Webster Means,"
4:30 pm, Classroom A
Wednesday, February 6 '
"Rescue with Joan Andrews,"
4:30 pm, Classroom C
Wednesday, February 13
"Miracle of Life,"
4:30pm, Classroom A
Wednesday, February 20
"Conceived in Liberty,"
4:30 pm, Classroom A
Wednesday, Febr uary 27
~'Protecting the Right to Kill,"
4:30pm, Classroom C
Jus Vitae is also sponsoring Rev. Victor Davis, Pastor of Spirit of
God Fellowship in Gary, Indiana and spokesperson for the Indiana
Right to Life Committee who will speak on "Martin Luther King's
Philosophy and the Pr<rLife Movement." Rev. Davis will speak on
Tuesday, January 29, 1991 at 1:30 pm in Classr oom C.
h.
Refreshments will be served followin the s

